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Wood Pellet Newsletter – Spring/Summer 2018
Wow, what a winter! We never expected it to be so busy…….
What with the longer harsher winter than what was expected and the national shortage of pellets
(both for bulk and bagged), it has been a hard season and we have made sure that all of our
customers have been supplied, even under some very difficult conditions.
Here at BDS, we have a really strong trading relationship with our pellet supplier, Land Energy, and
on the back of which, they kept a constant flow of pellets coming into us, but as was the case
nationally, the bulk pellet prices did increase.
We thank all our customers, new and old, for their understanding during those difficult months.
What it did prove to us here at BDS, is the importance of a strong trading relationship with your
supplier, and on the back of that, we would wholeheartedly suggest that if you haven’t already, you
talk to us about a Supply Agreement. Should the 2018/2019 winter be anything like the 2017/2018
winter, having a Supply Agreement with us will guarantee pellets being supplied to you, and the
price you pay for your fuel.
Please call Ellen on 015242 76575 or email teamsales@bdsfuels.co.uk to discuss further.
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Hopper Cleans
ENplus certified traders such as BDS Fuels, have a responsibility to ensure that the end-user’ stores
have been cleaned in line with the ENplus Storage requirements.
Those requirements are: “The end user’s store must have been cleared periodically. The frequency of cleaning is based in the
number of deliveries but a minimum of once every two years. The store must have been completely
cleaned after every 5 deliveries”.
Therefore, you may find when you are ordering pellets with us, we may ask when your hopper was
last cleaned, and ask for evidence this has been done.
Here at BDS, we offer a Hopper Cleaning Service. We have invested in specialist equipment for
this very purpose, and have trained employees who are able to conduct the hopper cleans safely. We
do not recommend hopper cleans to be undertaken by any persons other than specially trained
operators with ATEX approved equipment due to the risks involved.
Please call Ellen on 015242 76575 or email teamsales@bdsfuels.co.uk to discuss further, and obtain
a quote for this service.

Social Media
Over the winter we have updated our website, to give it a fresher and more modern feel. Please take
a look at www.bdsfuels.co.uk
We also have our Facebook page and you can also follow us on Twitter. We try to keep all our
customers and followers up to date with our news as it happens.
Please click on the below icons and this will take you to the relevant pages! Or type BDS Fuels in
the search bars on Facebook and Twitter.

Anniversaries
We have had a busy start to 2018, celebrating not one but three anniversaries at BDS.
The first occasion was to celebrate 25 years of service for three members of staff. Quite an
achievement and we are lucky to have such committed employees.
Then we celebrated 35 years of trading in the off grid energy market. The business has changed a
lot over the last 35 years, but we are still here showing our competitors how it’s done!
And finally, we celebrated our MD’s 60th birthday in May. The employees surprised him with a
meal, a fantastic cake and a railway trip on the Tornado steam train.

What a fantastic way to end the very busy winter season here at BDS Fuels!

